where, k is the iteration index. The system is a MIMO system that has state ( ) , In the tracking problem, the system trajectory must pass through, or close to, a limited number of specified points, at prescribed times. The specified time instants in the system operation are defined from the set   . In the trajectory planning stage, one of the common techniques to find a reference trajectory from the given points is ''interpolating splines'', which is a tool in numerical analysis. The generated function is a spline if it exactly interpolates the given points [12] . However, the reference trajectory may not be feasible for the system since it may vary too fast to allow the dynamics to follow the trajectory or it may vary too slowly, which gives a conservative control performance. Thus, the control theoretic interpolating splines were introduced in [13]. The suggested approach addresses these problems by considering auxiliary system dynamics, rather than the spline functions.
Introduction
Control schemes for tracking problems can be divided into two steps: trajectory planning and tracking control. In these schemes, the trajectory planner attempts to generate an optimal reference trajectory from a given set of points in the motion profile (i.e., specified data points that are desired points at some specified time instants). Then the controller, which is designed to track the reference trajectory, focuses on the system dynamics to generate a sequence of inputs. To improve the performance of trajectory tracking, various control schemes such as feedback control, robust control, and iterative learning control have been developed.
Iterative learning control (ILC) is a control methodology for tracking a reference trajectory in repetitive systems, found in applications such as robotics, semiconductors, and chemical processes. The prime strategy of ILC algorithms is to refine the input sequence from one trial in order to improve the performance of the system on the next trial. Anumber of surveys [1] - [3] have effectively covered the novel ideas and development of ILC methodology and can be referred for more information on the basic ideas of ILC.
As discussed in related works The strength of the proposed formulation is the methodology to obtainlearning laws only considering the given data points anda control signal throughdynamic system, instead of following the direction of tracking a prior identified trajectory.
In effect, it may not be necessary to plan a reference trajectory as conventional approaches and to reduce the computational cost.
As mentioned, most ILC algorithms focus on tracking a fixedreference trajectory. There have been fewer studies on the connection between the trajectory planning and ILC control A study on the optimal tracking problems with predefined data by using iterative learning control Abstract: In this paper, we present an iterative learning control (ILC) framework for tracking problems with predefined data points that are desired points at certain time instants. To design ILC systems for such problems, a new ILC scheme is proposed to produce output curves that pass close to the desired points. Unlike traditional ILC approaches, an algorithm will be developed in which the control signals are generated by solving an optimal ILC problem with respect to the desired sampling points. In another word, it is a direct approach for the multiple points tracking ILC control problem where we do not need to divide the tracking problem into two steps separately as trajectory planning and ILC controller.The strength of the proposed formulation is the methodology to obtain a control signal through learning law only considering the given data points and dynamic system, instead of following the direction of tracking a prior identified trajectory. The key advantage of the proposed approach is to significantly reduce the computational cost.
Finally, simulation results will be introduced to confirm the effectiveness of proposed scheme.
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Tracking Problemwith Specified Data

Points
Similar to work in Le et al. [11] , consider a linear, continuous-time system that operates on an interval
where, k is the iteration index. The system is a MIMO system that has state ( ) , In the tracking problem, the system trajectory must pass through, or close to, a limited number of specified points, at prescribed times. The specified time instants in the system operation are defined from the set   
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As a result, the control task is to construct a control law that drives the system output to go through the desired values as closely as possible:.
( ) ( ), 1, 2, ..., .
In typical tracking schemes, a trajectory planner generates a reference trajectory r(t) such that it passes the desired points at 1 2 , , ,
. In the trajectory planning stage, one of the common techniques to find a reference trajectory from the given points is ''interpolating splines'', which is a tool in numerical analysis. The generated function is a spline if it exactly interpolates the given points [12] . However, the reference trajectory may not be feasible for the system since it may vary too fast to allow the dynamics to follow the trajectory or it may vary too slowly, which gives a conservative control performance. Thus, the control theoretic interpolating splines were introduced in [13] . The suggested approach addresses these problems by considering auxiliary system dynamics, rather than the spline functions.
In a typical problem, after a trajectory has been generated, a tracking control is applied. To illustrate, consider the case where a linear discrete-time system operates repetitively, from the same initial condition at the start of each trial and we suppose an ILC controller is applied to drive the system output to go as close as possible to the reference trajectory. In ILC, the learning algorithm utilizes output errors and control inputs from the previous iterations to compute an updated control signal in ).
It is well known that, this ILC algorithm is convergent if ( ) 1. (2) using an algorithm such as Equation (5). In the next section an approach is proposed to solve this problem.
Direct Tracking Control without a
Reference Trajectory 
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the output at the i-th specified time instant is expressed by
where, 1 2 , ,..., 
where, R, S = (rI, sI), Qare positive definite matrices, 1 2 ( ) ( ) ( ) .
The controller in the(k+1)-th trial is achieved from the condition
Hence, (10) is an iterative learning algorithm, i.e.,
where, W d = GG T is a symmetric positive definite matrix.
Matrix ((r+s)I +QW d )
is non-singular, by defining
,
the ILC control algorithm for given system is derived as follow
In definition, the L 2 -norm of the control signal is
Then,
Since W d is a positive definite matrix, W d =V T V, in which V has independent columns, leads to 2 .
Then the control input converges to a fixed point u ∞ as:
As a result, the error converges to a fixed point e ∞ as: 
Theory Analysis
Here, it is clear to see a significant decrease of the computational analyses. In proposed learning algorithm, vector
L L are mMxmM matrices where M is the number of terminal points. In comparison, the typical ILC algorithm updates the input with the system matrix mN×mN.
As the length of iteration increases (N>1000), which is common in many applications such as robotics with a high sampling rate, the requirement of memory and time dramatically increases.
Input Constraints
Many control applications require constraints on the control Consider the constraints as
where, 
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Thus, the given constraints can be combined into the following constraints equation:
where,
or equivalently,
the problem of minimizing the cost function J c in Equation (8) is derived as
As a result, the given minimization together with the constraints Equation (26)represents a standard quadratic programming problem. In addition, the solutions were proposed in [7] [15].
4.Simulation Results
Performances 
Conclusion
This paper has presented optimal tracking strategies for problems where the system must pass through or close to desired data points at given specified time instants, for the case of systems that repeat their operation from the same initial conditions at each trial. Taking an iterative learning control approach, we have proposed an idea of using only the essential information of the specified data points without building the desired trajectory along the iteration. We showed that, this approach is better in both performance and control efforts, relative to the conventional ILC approaches. Here we have considered only linear systems from an optimization point of view. Future work will consider nonlinear systems as well as linear systems with model uncertainties.
